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Evidence for cosmic 
acceleration from Type Ia SNe



Type Ia supernovae

Type Ia SN in ‘Pinwheel' M101 galaxy
• Observationally, SNe with no 

hydrogen lines in their spectrum 

• Believed to occur when a white 

dwarf accretes material and 

exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass 

~1.4 Msun 

‣ single degenerate: ordinary star 

dumps material onto WD 

companion 

‣ double degenerate: two WDs 

merge



Double and single degenerate Type Ia scenarios



Type Ia supernovae as standard(izable) candles

• Shape of Type Ia light curves 

correlates tightly with peak 

absolute luminosity

• Phillips relation: most 

luminous Ia’s have slower 

decline in first 15 days
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parallel analysis by Perlmutter+99



Riess+98 (see also Perlmutter+99)

Based on high-redshift Type Ia Hubble diagram

Distance modulus= 
5 log(dlum/pc)-5



Riess+98 (see also Perlmutter+99)

Joint constraints on matter and cosmological 
constant densities from 1998 Type Ia supernovae





Betoule+14

More recent SN Ia Hubble diagram

best fit ΛCDM 
cosmological model
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More recent joint 
constraints, combining 
SNe with complementary 
CMB and baryonic 
acoustic oscillation (BOA) 
data



Preview: 
Using standard rulers for constraining 

cosmological parameters



CMB fluctuations have characteristic physical/angular 
scale — sound waves in early photon-baryon plasma

WMAP

CMB power spectrum



Angular diameter distance constrains cosmic geometry

WMAP video



More details on measuring geometry using the CMB
From theory of CMB formation, know intrinsic 
physical size l and redshift z of anisotropies 

Observations measure angular size Θ 

→ solve for angular diameter distance 

Ωrad accurately known from measurements of the CMB blackbody temperature 

→ get joint constraint on Ωm, ΩΛ, Ωk   (actual constraints tighter because of additional 
information in details of CMB power spectrum, e.g. relative height of acoustic peaks)



CMB fluctuations grow into “baryonic acoustic 
oscillations” in the galaxy distribution (much lower z)

Baryonic Oscillation Spectroscopy 
Survey (BOSS) galaxy map

Eisenstein+05

Luminous red galaxy (LRG)  
correlation function



Age of the Universe



‣ in our Universe, H0-1=13.9 Gyr 
‣ matter dominated, flat 

t0=(2/3)H0-1=9.3 Gyr too low to 
accommodate oldest stars of 
age ~13 Gyr 

‣ Λ helps!





EOS and time evolution of 
dark energy



Weinberg+13

Observational constraints on w and wa

reasonable constraints that w ~ -1 (consistent with a cosmological constant) 
but constraints are currently poor on the time evolution parameter wa



Some upcoming dark energy 
experiments



Under construction. First-light anticipated in 2019.

‣ 8.4-m ground-based optical telescope in 
Cerro Pachón, Chile 

‣ 3.5 degree diameter field of view (very 
wide — Moon is 0.5 degree across) 

‣ 3.2 gigapixel camera (largest digital 
camera ever constructed) 

‣ will record the entire visible sky twice 
each week 

‣ over period of 10 years, 1,000 images of 
the entire sky 

‣ 15 Tb of data per night 
‣ unprecedented data stream will require 

advances in automated data processing 
using supercomputers to identify the 
most interesting signals



‣ 2.4-m space telescope (same 
diameter as Hubble) with much 
larger field of view 

‣ 288 megapixel near-infrared 
camera 

‣ will cover in 2 pointings what 
required >400 pointings with the 
Hubble Space Telescope (at 
similar resolution) 

‣ one of the key goals is to 
discover a large number of Type 
Ia SNe to map out the expansion 
history of the Universe with 
greater precision 

‣ also exoplanets (microlensing 
and direct imaging)

Planned for mid-2020s launch by NASA


